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Address changes
Plus!
“How to Join both PCA and
Nord Stern Region of PCA”
Call Steve Sherf at
952.471.1054 (hm)
612.867.1649 (cell)
or email:
ssherf@att.net
Leave your name, address and
both home and work phone
numbers.
Your application/s will be sent
out right away!
Address Changes:
Name:_ __________________
Old:_____________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
New:_ ___________________
_________________________
_________________________
_________________________
Send to:
Steve Sherf
2675 Pheasant Rd
Excelsior, Mn. 55331
Reminder:Annual Dues are:
$20 for January to December
Check your mailing label
for your expiration date!!!!!
Send Steve your address/phone
number changes!!
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From the Editor. . .
By Christie Boeder

W

ith this issue I plan to be ‘back on track’ with our monthly
newsletter. Travel plans at the Boeder household totally
messed up my normal plan of attack when it comes to getting the
newsletter put together, finalized, uploaded to the website and out
the door to the printers. So many of you may note the December
and January issues arriving not that far apart! More pressing
matters interfered - such as visiting daughter Kirsten in Italy where
she is studying this year at the University of Bologna. That was a
high priority! And I am sure most would agree. Had a great trip and
we hope to return to see more of Italy. An interesting country. And
in this issue is a little essay from Bruce about the Ferrari museum,
Maranello and all things RED. We would of course rather had
the opportunity to visit Stuttgart (although Dale Trippler did and
reports here on HIS trip) but Bologna is not even close!
As the cost of producing and mailing the newsletter increases,
I plan on keeping the issue to at most 28 or 32 pages each month.
Keeping it short and to the point helps me finish it in a timely
manner. With Clubtalk and so many of our active membership
subscribed plus a very up-to-date website, looking to the newsletter
for the latest info on events is now not the best communication
choice for organizations such as ours. In this electronic age of
quick and immediate news blasts, there are better (and cheaper)
ways to keep members informed of. With that said, we do try
very hard at the beginning of each year to have 90% of the year’s
activities calendared with the basic information. I am sure most
of us plan out a lot of our upcoming year on our calendars, in
our computers, on our PDAs, or however one is ‘organizing’
oneself and one’s family, if appropriate. Vacations, business
travel, families commitments all need to be managed - and of
course Nord Stern stuff is ight there in the mix. So check out all
the listings and get them on YOUR calendar.
Happy Holidays and our best wishes for the upcoming year!
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Your preferred collision repair & paint
center for Porsches and other fine
automobiles since 1958
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn
nn

Factory paint matching
Paintless dent repair by Juergen’s Dent Kraft
I-Car & A.S.E. certified technicians
Insurance estimates accepted
Coordination/negotiations with insurance adjusters
Towing Service
Rental cars available
Recommended by major insurance companies
Recommended by automobile Dealers
Free written estimates

Collision Center

900 Florida Avenue South
Golden Valley, MN 55426
Phone: 763.541.9727Fax: 763.541.0371
www.collisioncenter.org

2007 Advertising Rates
Ad frequency
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Back cover
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Back Cover:
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All ads B/W in print, color online. Preferred formats include: hi-res pdf,
high-res jpg, tif, Publisher, Word, most files can be accommodated.
Contract and 6 month payment required for ad insertion
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Welcome
Welcome . . . New Members
(and returning members!)
We hope to see you at upcoming events!

So, Just What Do We Do In Nord Stern??!
John & Debra Campbell
Stillwater, MN
2007 Cayman S
Mark Steingas
Excelsior, MN
2005 Carrera Cup

A brief synopsis of activities and events offered by your club, Nord Stern, and/or PCA
or, just enough info to pique your interest??!!
Autocross: A low-speed driving event, teaching one how to maneuver one’s car around a
set course of pylons on a closed circuit. Instruction is available, drivers compete against
the clock. No modifications to one’s car are necessary. Some safety equipment needed
(helmet).
Concours: A setting where Porsches are displayed for general viewing and/or inspection
competition. Experienced judges evaluate the various models based upon cleanliness,
overall condition and authenticity.
Driver Training: A driving course designed to teach and enhance high speed driving skill
and technique on an actual race course. Training includes classroom sessions, on-track
‘exercises’ plus supervised lapping sessions. A Pre-Requisite for Driver Ed participation
and NOT to be confused with Driver Education events. Driver Training includes both
a Novice and Intermediate levels.
Driver Education: High speed driving event on a closed-course racetrack (Brainerd,
Blackhawk Farms, Road America) where drivers are grouped according to prior lap
times. Prior Driver Training participation is required. Performance enhancements are
frequently made (but not required!).
Time Trials: On course timed lap with controlled starts and exiting.
PCA Club Racing: Wheel-to-wheel competition between drivers who hold PCA club
racing licenses. There is a race class for every model Porsche. Safety modifications to
your vehicle required.
Rally: An event wherein a driver and co-driver complete a predetermined route along
open roads following a specific set of navigational instructions. Can be a TDS
(time-distance-speed) or a ‘fun’ rally.
Social: Organized gatherings of club members, affiliates and family member
to meet, eat and drink beverages! See our motto on pg. 1!
Tech Session: Casual educational session that span a wide range of topics, from
general maintenance, through Concours prep, performance enhancements
and general car/mechanical knowledge!
ClubTalk/TechTalk: E-mail listservs for member subscribers focusing on car
issues and discussions as well as a place to ask questions, get recommendations
and comments. Get last minute breaking news on upcoming events and
activities. See Nord Stern’s website for directions on how to subscribe.
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The Prez Sez . . .

H

by Pam Viau
ere we are the start of a new year. I would like to extend
my belated wish for a Happy Holiday and a wonderful New

Year.
Please join me in giving a huge thank you to our out-going
President Cal Townsend. He will be moving on to the Board of
Directors joining Chip Smith and Rick LaVerdiere. We had a
wonderful 2007 due to Cal’s leadership and all of the members
whom make our events great.
Planning for 2008 is well underway. Our calendar is filling in
nicely with some wonderful events. Our BIR dates have been set
with a change in the Club Race date moving to July instead of
August. The 2008 Concours will be held in Roseville again this
year, with promise of being bigger and better than ever. Touring
dates are being planned, a possibility of an overnight adventure.
There is also a swap meet planned for March at Carousel. Tech
sessions to get us by in the winter months are being planned.
And the Annual North Shore Fall Color Tour is again on the
calendar.
Nord Stern is a group of people who enjoy everything there
is to do with their ‘P’ cars. Watch the newsletter and Clubtalk
for all upcoming events and join in the fun. Our events are
made successful by the people who put them on and the people
who participate. If you have ideas for any of the types of events
we have or ideas for something new and different please let us
know! You can get your ideas be heard by contacting any of the
committee chairs, or me, or at any business meeting: every idea
is welcome.
Our holiday party will have a special presentation by Ken
McNeill: A look at 2007 Nord Stern events. This is a wonderful
social event not to be missed.
Finally, 2008 will be a planning year for the Nord Stern’s 50th
year coming in 2009. I look forward to
a wonderful 2008 with all the people I
have come to know and will meet through
Nord Stern.
– Pam

Retail Store
7500 Hudson
Blvd, Suite
180
Oakdale, MN

sales@apexspg.com
651-735-7400
800-375-3942
APEXSPG.com
PCA since 1989

Call Jim Bryant at Apex for all your driving and racing needs
for both you and your car!
Racing products from SPARCO, Simpson, Bell, Han’s device,
Alpine Stars, OMP, STAND 21, Pagid, Auto Power Industries,
Motive Products, Longacre, BBS, Corbeau, IO Port, BREYKRAUSE, MECHANIX WEAR, M&R RACING, ROBIC
TIMERS, H3R, ULTRA SHIELD, CHILL FACTOR, MATRIX,
SAFETY SOLUTIONS HUTCHENS DEVICE and D-CEL, RCI,
Fuel Safe, ATI, Pit Products, Race Quip, Safe Quip, Smart Racing
Products, Performance Friction.
Products provide include drivers suits, gloves, shoes, helmets,
underwear, head & neck restraints, brake pads, brake fluid,
neck collars, seat braces, racing harness, radios & head sets,
window nets, fire systems, fire extinguishers, pedal kits, steering
wheels, shift knobs, timing equipment, tote bags, roll bars, strut
bars, racing videos, racing books, pit tiles, brake rotors, trailer
accessories, & much more.

BURSCH TRAVEL
SPECIALIZING IN WORLDWIDE LUXURY TRAVEL
LET MY KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERTISE WORK FOR YOU IN PLANNING YOUR NEXT VACATION

BJ Peterson
Nord Stern Member
bjp@burschtravel.com

Bursch Travel Crossroads Shopping Center ! 1201 S Broadway, Suite 76
Rochester MN 55904 ! 507-281-3652 ! 800-243-3652 ! www.burschtravel.com

“Did you know American Express Travelers Cheques and Gift products are available at Bursch Travel?” Call today!
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Porsche Factory Tour . . . Not To Be Missed
Text and photos by Dale Trippler

E

ditor’s Note: This month’s newsletter has not
one but TWO articles about European visits of
famous car marques. First of all, of course, is from
Stuttgart where Porsche’s are made and the other from
Maranello where those red cars come from; albeit the
visit did not include the factory itself. Still a fun place
to go and I am sure most members have the Stuttgart
destination on their ‘wish list!’

M

y friend Jo and I toured the Porsche factory in
Stuttgart on Tuesday, November 13th. The good
folks at Maplewood Imports arranged our tour. You
don’t just drop in when you are in Stuttgart, you know.
You must have an invitation.
Our tour started at 9:30 AM SHARP! Anyone late
is SOL. You are in Germany, remember! Our tour
guide gave the tour in English and there were only five
of us so it felt very personal. We think the other folks
were from England based on their accent.
The tour took over three hours and started in the area where
they assemble the engines. There were three lines where engines
are assembled, one for most of the 911 engines, one for Boxster
and Cayman engines and a third for the Turbo and Cayenne
engines. Each line has 25 stations. An engine block is brought
to station 1 along with a cart full of special parts for that specific
engine. Someone has loaded the cart with all of the special parts
that will be needed based on the specification for the car ordered.
As the engine block begins to move along, ONE person walks with
the engine and assembles the entire engine from start to finish.
At each station there are special tools they need for a specific
part or parts to be added to the block. It takes approximately 90
minutes to assemble the engine. When it is completed, the person
who built it must sign the invoice slip so Porsche knows exactly
who built the engine. It then goes to an area where they put in hot
oil and run the engine to make sure it works right. If they find a
problem, it goes back and gets fixed. If it runs fine, it moves on
in the assembly line.
At the same time the engine is being assembled, the body is put
on the line. What is so interesting is that each car on the assembly
line is in the order in which the order was received. That means
that you could have a 911 S, followed by a GT3, followed by a
911 Cab, followed by a 911 C4 and so on. All of the cars and
the parts for the cars are assembled and brought to the line AS
NEEDED. One of the most interesting moments in the assembly
line is when the engine and drive train join up with the body.
Once those pieces are joined together, it is then considered a car.
Before that it is just parts!
Because of space constraints, only 911’s are assembled at the
Stuttgart factory. The Boxsters and Caymans are assembled in
8

Above, The front of the Porsche Factory (no photos allowed inside!)

Finland and the Cayennes and Panameras are built in Leipzig.
But all the engines are assembled in the Stuttgart factory. The 911
engines are put into the bodies there and the other engines are put
on trains and shipped off to the other factories.
Almost everything is done by hand, except for a robot that
installs the glass. The robot can do the job so much better than
humans can; this is the one place a machine has taken over.
Another very interesting part of the tour was the place where
they work on the leather. The hides come in to the factory and
are put on a large table that has a computer camera and a laser.
One person operates the laser table and identifies imperfections
in the hides. A computer digitizes all of the obvious flaws and the
operator uses a hand digitizer and marks out the outline of flaws
the computer camera can’t see. Since each hide has a unique shape,
the computer digitizes the shape and the flaws and creates a file
for each hide. Then the hides are taken over to another large table
and spread out flat. The table then moves into a cutting machine
that cuts out all of the flaws using very high-pressure water jets.
When the hide comes out of the machine, the waste is put into a
bin that goes to other factories where it is used to make gloves,
coats, or whatever they can. Only the good leather is left and the
machine has also cut the good leather into the shapes needed for
seats, the dash, and other parts of the car. Those pre-cut pieces
are then taken to an area where they are sewn together to make
seats, dash, consoles or whatever.
Once the cars are fully assembled, every tenth car is test driven
on the street. The other nine go through a simulator to check for
Continued on page 24
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Car Biz Board . . .

www.dentkraftpdr.com

Harry@diamond-int.com

redsportq@eworld3.net

TRACKSIDE TIRE
Paul and Lynn Beyl

952 593-9104
WWW.TRACKSIDETIRE.COM

Sterling Enterprises
DETAILING OF FINE AUTOMOBILES
JOHN BIESECKER
7600 W. 27th Street Suite 238
St. Louis Park, MN 55426
Cell: 612.598.7920
john.biesecker@gmail.com

• Radar Detection
Systems Audio Rear
Seat Entertainment iPod
Integraton Specializing in
European Marques KEITH
REED (952) 939-0804
kreedauto@comcast.net
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Product Usage Tips
by John Paterek

E

ditor’s Note: I found this booklet on the PCA website available
to any interested member. I thought the short articles about
car care might be of interest to members and present it here with
the disclaimer that in no way is Nord Stern endorsing or promoting
the products John Paterek uses in his work. I am sure there are
other lines of products which give similar results. What I thought
was interesting were the steps and recommendations on how to
wash, how to wax and when to do what...

T

he information contained in this booklet is the result of John
Paterek’s years of experience in the automotive restoration
profession. Paterek Preferred, Ltd. is not responsible for damage
resulting from the misuse of products which it sells. Accordingly,
if you have specific questions concerning the use of products sold
by Paterek Preferred, Ltd., please refer to the manufacturer’s
instructions, included on each product.
P21S Bodywork Conditioning Shampoo
The secret of a well-kept auto begins with washing. Car washes use
harsh detergents and aggressive wheel and tire cleaners. Although
they give immediate results - a clean car - the long-term prognosis
can be surface scratches, dull trim and discolored alloy wheels.
Begin with a cool, shaded area to retard water spotting when
drying. Rinse the entire body. Pour a capful of shampoo in a pail
and add water, at moderate pressure, to make foam - nine to 10
quarts of water will do fine.
Use a small hand towel to apply solution. Starting with the
top and windows, rinse and complete hood, cowl and deck. Rinse
again. Pay attention not to hit the body with the hose tip. Rinse
your cloth in the bucket each time, to remove grime. Complete
each side, with additional rinsing to flow.
Wheels, tires and rockers are the final step. The water should
beat and roll off the flat surface. If water does not bead, it is time
for polish and wax.
Drying of the body is a matter of timing. Start with the
windows, to dampen your 100% cotton towel. Then follow with
the roof, deck lids and sides. The goal of using cotton towels is
to absorb excess water beads. Old worn towels without fabric
softener work best. When the streaks are tiny, follow up with a
cotton t-shirt. Buff dry to eliminate streaks. Wipe down doorjambs
and engine trunk edges. Follow to areas tending to trap water, such
as gas filler, wiper and door handle areas. It is wise to move the
car to release water trapped in the doors. Carry a damp cloth for
a minor touch up after your first stop.
P21S Paintwork cleanser
This polish is excellent for all high gloss and clear-coated areas.
Apply by hand with a small section of cotton terry cloth. Rub
in one general direction until polish begins to evaporate. Some
surface heat may develop as scratches fade. Wipe off with a
10

clean cotton t-shirt. Check surfaces with an incandescent light
for removal of more scratches. Follow by hand to remove minor
buffer swirls. After surface is polished to satisfaction, apply a
quality carnuba wax, such as P21S Carnuba Wax to seal and
protect the finish.
Surface scratches may develop during washing and drying,
snow removal, etc. Abrasion on dirty surfaces and even small
animal paws will scratch the paint. This polish has been tested
on all surfaces, including enamel, lacquer, urethane and clearcoat surfaces. It does not contain silicone, which can cause
contamination in the event of refinishing.
P21S Paintwork Cleaner may also be used to buff plastic gauge
faces and plastic rear windows on convertible tops. Again, follow
with wax to seal the surfaces.
P21S Carnuba Wax
After careful polishing of all high gloss painted surfaces, the next
step is to seal and protect the body. Many requests for ‘how to
wax’ have been addressed in tech seminars. When I demonstrate
how little wax is required to achieve show-like results, people
are surprised.
Wax is to be applied on a cool surface out of direct sunlight. A
tennis ball size section of cotton terry cloth is a perfect application
tool for wax. I like to apply in one-foot sections, buffing off before
moving to the next area. The major problem with wax is applying
too much material. This makes it difficult to buff off, resulting in
a patch, uneven finish.
Buffing can be achieved by using clean cotton t-shirts, flannel
or old baby receiving blankets. Be careful not to buff with sewn
seams or with a cloth that has fallen on the ground. If over waxing
results in patchwork that appears on the hood, deck or roof, mist
the surface with water from a pump bottle. Buff with a fresh cloth.
The surface will show tiny pills of wax, which will disappear
with buffing.
Wax only needs to be applied when the water beads exceed
one-inch or roll off in sheets. When waxing near edges or seams,
pay attention not to over-apply to areas difficult to remove. Edges
can be cleaned up with your fingernail.
As in your application of polish, wax should be applied in the
direction air flows over each panel. This eliminates swirl or spider
web scratches. Wax in a quiet atmosphere to detect grit - it can
be heard on your cloth. Some experts like to apply wax with bare
fingers. This aids in melting or warming of carnuba products. It
is helpful for delicate areas to ensure scratch-free application as
long as your hands are soft and callus-free.
Remember the rule on application: Do not use an excessive
amount of wax. It may look like not much going on, but a fine film
will reduce waste and over application. Wax also helps preserve
plastic rear windows on convertibles.
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P21S Total Auto Wash
One of the great single cleaners for engine, engine bay and under
carriage.
It removes oil, film, grease and grime by flushing away with
little or no effort. Spray in on a warm engine. Let it sit for a
minute and then follow with a soft brush or fingertips, working all
complex areas. Follow with a rinse of water and a low-pressure
hose.
P21S Total Auto Wash can also be used to complete cleaning
of fender well areas, transmission, suspensions, etc. If (21 can
clean difficult areas of your car, it can also be used for heavy
grime areas like the splash zone behind extra wide wheels and
tires. It also cleans alloy and painted wheels. Avoid use on hotto-the-touch wheels. I spray the wheel, work the surface with a
small terry cloth towel and rinse immediately. Pay attention to lug
nuts. Also, spray and scrub black wall tires to remove oxidation.
The same treatment can be applied to front nose areas of track
driven cars. Oil, grease, rubber residue, as well as bugs, will be
easily removed with one application. Rinse with plenty of cold
water. P21S will also cut heavy grim from mud, leaves and sand.
It is also great for vinyl interiors.

Wurth Citrus Solvent Degreaser
A biodegradable cleaning concentrate that removes tar, grease,
fresh enamel, bug residue, cosmoline and glue residue. It can be
used to clean aluminum engine parts and stubborn carburetor
residue from gas leaks with a stiff brush. Easily removes black
scuff marks from door panels. Citrus Solvent will not damage
vinyl or plastic parts. I use Citrus Solvent full strength, but it can
be diluted with water. Follow the directions on the container. Part
of the benefits from the use of this product is that it leaves a satin
oil finish, which is non-detectable to the touch. Cleaning of hinge
door strikers is accomplished with little effort.
Wurth Citrus Solvent Degreaser outperforms petrol-solvent
degreasers. On heavy cosmoline removal, place a tray under
the part and use a small stiff bristle brush. Reapply product and
watch for unbaked enamel surfaces, such as gas-pressured shock
absorbers. It will dissolve unbaked enamel. Citrus Solvent and )))
steel wool will remove mild oxidation from brightened carburetor
bodies, aluminum engine cases and bead blasted dull finishes.
Citrus Solvent removes wax mold release on new rubber parts.
Simply apply with a clean terry cloth and the wax melts away. It
also works on power release to make rubber black and clean.
continued on page 17

Auto Acquisitions USA
SALES AND SOURCING OF FINE
PRE-OWNED AUDI VEHICLES
•
•
•
•
•

Indoor Showroom
Custom Acquisitions
Needs Analysis
On-Site Delivery
3,500 Repeat Clients

“QUALITY, EXPERTISE & VALUE”
We take pride in stocking and locating high
quality pre-owned Audi cars for our customers.
Join the thousands of satisfied customers who
have bought their Audi cars from us.
CALL US TODAY FOR YOUR NEXT AUDI
PURCHASE!

www.AutoACU.com
Nord Stern January 2008

Phone: 612-325-5885
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Out and About at Nord
Stern’s Annual Awards
Dinner November 16th at
Edina Country Club . . .

Jim Anderson and
Bill Groschen

photos page 12 through 15 are by Jim Anderson, www.
jimsracing.com

I

t was a festive evening for all those attending the annual Nord Stern
Awards Dinner. Attendees enjoyed photos from the this year’s
numerous activities and events plus a nifty Rennsport Reunion III
review by Roger Johnson.
In addtion to all the Concours Awards, Driver Ed class awards,
etc. several special awards were presented to honor members who
have gone above and beyond: Bret Bailey was honored as ‘Member
of the Year’, ‘Volunteer of the Year’ went to Keith Fritze, ‘Friend
of Nord Stern honored Bill Berard while the ever-coveted ‘Rookie
of the Year’ was Mark Dekutoski. Three additional awards will be
handed out at the upcoming Holiday Dinner so watch for the details
for this major event so as not to miss it.

Dave Galey

Auto Body Beautiful
Although we specialize in BMW and Mercedes-Benz we also
offer body repairs for other makes and models. Sears Imported
Autos maintains the highest standards and specially designed
equipment to properly repair today’s technologically advanced
vehicles. When you have your vehicle repaired at Sears, you
can be rest assured that you will receive the highest quality
work available in the industry today!

Sears

Simply the Best!

Imported Autos

1915 Xenium Ln. N. Plymouth, MN 55441 952.512.6565
12
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Mark Dekutoski

Cal Townsend and
Bill Berard
Ron Faust

Cal Townsend
and Keith Fritze

Bret Bailey and
Cal Townsend

Concours Maestros Dale
Trippler and Phil Saari

Harvey Robideau and Luis
Fraguada, Sr.

Roy Henneberger

Guy Reeder

Ron Johnson

Mitch Berry

Gloria
Mihevc

Dale and
Phil handing
Walt Duffy’s
award to his
good friend
and mechanic,
Dave
Sanderson

Chris Dvorak

Brian Mayer

The ‘Dale and
Phil’ Show;
Presenting
the coveted
Concours
Awards

John Witzel
and wife

Corey Johnson
receiving his
Concours
Award from
Phil and Dale

Dale and PHil
with Cyndy
Brucato

Harv Robideau, Bob Barker,
Gary Yee and Chris Dvorak

Ron Faust and Phil Saari

Richard Hascall, Gloria Mihevc,
MaryAnn Hascall
Left, Guy Reeder, right Mark
Dekutoski

Left: Diane and
Brian Mayer

Right, Dale
Trippler

Roger Johnson, Fred Senn,
Bill Berard
Bill Groschens, Corey and Deb
Johnson, Ann Bennion

right, Sharon Barker
The crowd mingles . . .

Kim and Keith Fritze and
Laura

2008 Kalender . . .
January
2008
8
Nord Stern Business Meeting
2nd Tuesday of the month
Social: 6:30 pm; Meeting 7-9 pm
Location: TBA
Eventmaster: Pam Viau 651-324-5785
17
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
February
2008
12
Nord Stern Business Meeting
2nd Tuesday of the month
Social: 6:30 pm; Meeting 7-9 pm
Location: TBA
Eventmaster: Pam Viau 651-324-5785
21
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
March
2008
11
Nord Stern Business Meeting
2nd Tuesday of the month
Social: 6:30 pm; Meeting 7-9 pm
Location: TBA
Eventmaster: Pam Viau 651-324-5785
20
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
April
2008
8
Nord Stern Business Meeting
2nd Tuesday of the month
Social: 6:30 pm; Meeting 7-9 pm
Location: TBA
Eventmaster: Cal Townsend 952 431-4442
twn820@aol.com
17
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
25
First Fling Driver Training
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: Jon Beatty 952 449-0187 or
jon@minnetonkasoftware.com
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
26-27 First Fling Driver Education
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: TBA
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
Questions? - Driver Ed Chair: Andy Busche
612 824-3547 or: andrew.busche@watsonwyatt.com

16

May
4

2008
Maplewood Imports Annual Auto Fair
Sunday from 10 a.m. until 1 p.m.
Contact: George Andeweg at gandeweg@hotmail.com
15
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
18
Nord Stern Autocross
Dakota County
Eventmaster: Harvey Robideau
June
2008
20
Fast Fling Driver Training
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: Jon Beatty 952 449-0187 or
jon@minnetonkasoftware.com
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
19
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
21-22 Fast Fling Driver Education
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: TBA
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
Questions? - Driver Ed Chair: Andy Busche
612 824-3547 or: andrew.busche@watsonwyatt.com
July
2008
14-15 Nord Stern Driver Ed at Road America
Elkhart Lake, WI
Eventmaster: Dave Anderson 763 479-8231 or e-mail:
david@anderson.com
17
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
25-27 Annual Club Race and Driver Ed
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: Roger Johnson
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
August
2008
21
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
September
2008
18
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
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26	Last Fling Driver Training
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: Jon Beatty 952 449-0187 or jon@
minnetonkasoftware.com
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
27-28	Last Fling Driver Education
Brainerd International Raceway
Eventmaster: TBA
http://www.clubregistration.net to register
Questions? - Driver Ed Chair: Andy Busche
612 824-3547 or: andrew.busche@watsonwyatt.com
October
2008
16
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
November
2008
20
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com
December
2008
18
Third Thursday Social at Clubhouse Jager
10th Ave N. and Washington/Minneapolis
Meet After Work . . .
? Eric Erickson at eric.erickson@theoxfordpcg.com

Product Useage . . .

continued from page 11

Blue Magic Metal Polishing Cream
Removes oxidation, tarnish and dirt from chrome, aluminum,
brass, gold and copper. Clean up chrome with minor tarnish before
pitting ruins the finish.
Use ))) steel wool and Blue Magic to remove dull, lifeless
film. Aluminum wheels, non-anodized alloy surfaces polish up
like chrome; also, dull surface scratched solid gold, copper, brass
and silver.
Urethane paint, sanded with 1200/2000 3M wet or dry,
polished with Blue Magic, brings the surface to a high luster
with little effort.
Plexiglas and rear convertible windows buff up to the original
clarity with this polish. It is not advisable to use this polish alone
on rear convertible windows. Use P21S Paintwork Cleanser with a
tiny amount of Blue Magic for deep scratches. Stubborn scratches
from fingernails in door handle areas can be removed this way.
The polish is aggressive, so be careful not to cut through edges
by over-polishing the surface.
Battery acid can leave stains on painted surfaces. If not
excessive (down to primer), the color can be restored with careful
buffing. Again, proceed with caution to prevent buff-through. The
same treatment can be applied to acid rain stains.
Nord Stern January 2008

Velocity: The Art of Motion
June 28-August 3, 2008

Largest automotive fine art exhibition in the United States.
The invitational exhibition, curated by Michael Jekot, will
include paintings, sculpture, photography, illustration and
collage by 50 international automotive artists. The exhibition
will be enhanced by public events as listed below:
Velocity Calendar of Events at the Hopkins Center for the Arts
•
•
•
•
•

Sunday, June 29; Exhibition Public Opening Reception
(4 - 6 pm)

Wednesday, July 9; Vintage Race Car exhibit sponsored
by the VSCR Club of Minnesota Mainstreet DT Hopkins in
front of the Arts Center
Friday, July 18; “Cars & Guitars”, Public concert, Guitarinspired artwork and art making, Hopkins Center for the
Arts and Mainstreet
Saturday, July 26; Velocity: Automobilia, Toy, Book &
Literature Fair (8:30 am - 3 pm) Jaycee Studio, Hopkins
Center for the Arts

Sunday, August 3; Exhibition Public Closing Reception
(4 - 6 pm)

Lexol Vinylex
Preserving vinyl and rubber trim is an important step in the
presentation of your vehicle. Vinylex cleans and protects without
adding a greasy wet look. The product also contains UV 60
ultraviolet ray protection. The secret of clean, fresh looking rubber
and vinyl is to apply this product at least once a month on neglected
trim. Black oxidation will come off on our cloth.
Tires also need thorough cleaning when a brown film becomes
evident on the sidewalls. Spray Vinylex directly to a small section
of cotton toweling. Avoid spraying in a windy location as the
over-spray will land on your car and cause specks of preservant
to contaminate the surface. Remember, spray directly onto the
cloth and apply in a shady, cool area.
Vinylex works well on vinyl instrument panel tops. Direct sun
will dry plasticizers out of the cover, causing eventual cracking.
Use of a dash cover, in addition to Vinylex, will help in the
longevity of the dash. Do no use on break clutch or gas pedals.
Simply clean them with Wurth Citrus Solvent Degreaser and let
dry before driving.
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·
·
·
·
·
·
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Complete service and repair
Race and rally preparation
Engine and transmission rebuilding
Mechanical restoration
Performance modifications
Pre-purchase inspection and
consultation

flat6.com
952.884.2060
9010 Pillsbury Avenue South
Bloomington MN 55420
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Visit to the Red Planet
by Bruce Boeder

C

hristie and I recently visited out daughter, Kirsten, who is a
student at the University of Bologna in Italy. In the course
of planning for the trip I noticed immediately that Bologna is
roughly 30 mile from Modena, which is near Maranello, which, of
course, is where Ferrari’s are made. After spending days traipsing
through every cathedral from Bologna to Florence, we were ready
for something different.
With Kirsten we took the train from Bologna to Modena.
There is no train to Maranello itself. However, there are regular
buses running from near the Modena train station to Maranello.
Maranello is the second town outside of Modena but in many
respects is a suburb of Modena, not unlike Bloomington being
the second town south of Minneapolis, after passing through
Richfield. There is a bus stop directly in front of the Ferrari factory.
On the way into Maranello the bus passes the Ferrari test track,
the Pista di Fiorano. Unfortunately, as the F1 season was over and
the testing season for F1 cars hadn’t started yet, there weren’t any
interesting cars on track, although from time to time we heard
a few street Ferrari’s getting their initial shake down testing on
track. The Ferrari factory is very unprepossessing from the road,
with the front gate and the immediate buildings being much as
when Enzo started in the 1940’s. However, behind that one could
see extensive buildings with even a full sized wind tunnel in the
back of the complex.
Directly across from the factory is the Ristorante Cavallino. I
told Christie that we had to eat lunch there. As luck would have
it, we got off the bus at 10 minutes to noon and we accordingly
walked in the door. To our surprise, the place was empty. The
hostess came around the corner and immediately started speaking
in Italian to us (not surprisingly, since this was Italy….). Kirsten
and she had an animated conversation. I feared the worst, that
the restaurant was either closed or booked for a private party. To

my surprise Kirsten
explained that they
didn’t open until 20
after 12 but that we
could come back and
would not need a
reservation. When I
asked Kirsten how
the heck they came
up with an opening
time of 20 after
12 Noon, Kirsten
laughed and said
“Dad, it’s Italy”.
That gave us an
opportunity to visit
the Ferrari store
next door. Walking
through the door set
off the unmistakable
sound of a V10 F1
Ferrari engine. The
wares were lovely
and were they
expensive! Luckily
none of the clothing fit my middle aged American body. The sales
girls, who were of course tiny, lovely and dressed entirely in red,
tried and tried to find something that would fit but to no avail.
The good news was it saved us a few Euros.
Next, to the museum, or as it is known, Galleria Ferrari. The
museum is not large but is well appointed, with an excellent
Continued on page 22

Ahh, there’s no
way I can even
BEGIN to think
about getting in
this car . . .
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Nord Stern members Participate at the Daytona Beach
PCA Club Race this past October . . .

P

hotos submitted by Dave Roberts: Right, Dave Roberts
leads fellow Nord Sterner race Brad Lano and below, Dave
Roberts passing on the banking - and yes, it’s that steep!

Nurburgring Inc.

SERVICE
REPAIR
RESTORATION

INDEPENDENT PORSCHE SPECIALIST

We do both
Air and Water
Servicing Porsche Air cooled and
Water cooled cars
Drivers Manual scheduled maintenance
Complete engine and transmission
repair and service
4 speed, 5 speed and 6 speed
transmissions

Rick Moe

Justin Christenson

Call to schedule an appointment
4213 Steiner Street
St. Bonifacius
MN 55375

952.446.8185

15 Min. West of Hwy 7 and 494
We know you can drive it faster but
please observe all posted speed regulations

www..the-nurburgring.com
nurburg@citlink.net

Your source for

Brad Penn Oil

Available in Quarts and Bulk
The “Green Oil”

Nord Stern Candidate Slate for 2008 Offcers
President:

Pam Viau......................................¨
Other..........................................¨

Vice President:

Bob Barker...................................¨
Other..........................................¨

Secretary:

Dale Trippler..............................¨

Please Vote and return your
Ballot to:
Cal Townsend
15391 Flower Way
Apple Valley, MN 55124

Other..........................................¨
Board of Directors:

Cal Townsend.............................¨
Other..........................................¨
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Red Planet . . .

continued from page 19

collection of F1 and other racing cars from the first year’s
of Ferrari to today. An interesting display was a collection
of 1/42nd scale model examples of every F1 car ever raced
by Ferrari. Another was the “Ferrari and Women” photo
blow ups of famous actresses, models, and European
princesses alongside their Ferraris including examples
of Christian Dior ad campaigns. All black and white and
all reminiscent of a bygone era!
The Ferrari factory, interestingly enough, is set in a
residential neighborhood. A school, which appeared to be
the equivalent of a junior high, sits between the museum
and the factory itself with company offices alongside.
Stores containing everything Ferrari and accordingly,
everything red, seem to be the going concerns also
around the factory, with several independent stores in addition
to the factory store. The business must be good as the owner of
one of them had his 550 Maranello parked proudly in front of
his store.
By the time we were through with the factory store and the
museum, it was after 12:20 and time to eat. Sure enough, we were
immediately seated. I noted a very slim, young man with long hair
sitting alone at the table next to us. He had that “I’m a rock star
air” but interestingly enough, no one spoke to him during lunch.
It was only later when we got back to our hotel and I googled him
that I was able to confirm it was Luca Badoer, the test driver for
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their F1 team. By the way, he’s a skinny little guy.’
The food at the Ristorante Cavallino was wonderful. The prices
weren’t. Lunch for the three of us, with a glass of wine for Kirsten
and me and a shared dessert was over $100. But, what the heck,
it’s the only time we’ll ever be there.
As we ended lunch, the factory lunch hour also ended, and
waves of workers, almost all dressed in the red outfits one sees
watching F1 races on their pit crew, walked across to the factory
from what apparently was the employee cafeteria located behind
the Ristorante Cavallino. Unfortunately we weren’t able to join
them in the factory, as I’d discovered that only preferred customers
get factory tours. Obviously we didn’t qualify for that.
If anyone is going to Italy, we’d recommend a side trip to
Maranello. Perhaps you will be lucky and see a Grand Prix car
being tested on the test track. Also at Modena, near the train
station, Maserati’s are built, while Lamborghini’s are built in
Bologna, as well as Ducati motorcycles, but visits to all of those
are for our next trip to Italy.
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Guess What??
Dues Are Due

Your 2008 Nord Stern
Subscription is due
Dues are:
$20 per year
$55 for 3 years
$90 for 5 years
December & January issues of Nord Stern
will include an addressed envelope
for your convenience.
(the label on your newsletter indicates the year your subscription expires
For example, 12/2007 or 2007 means it expires 12/30/07 )

Membership/Renewals Chair:
Steve Sherf					
2675 Pheasant Rd.			
Excelsior, MN 55331			
Nord Stern January 2008

952.471.1054 (hm)
612.867.1649 (cell)
or email: ssherf@att.net
23

Factory Tour . . .

continued from page 8

leaks, creaks, and anything else you can think of. Now if you want
a dream job, how about test-driving a brand new Porsche every
hour or so? I would seriously consider coming out of retirement
for THAT job.
If you plan to go to Germany anytime soon, I highly recommend
talking to your Porsche dealer and arranging a tour of the factory
in Stuttgart. It is absolutely amazing and when you walk away
you can understand why Porsches are so expensive. Every car is
custom built to the owner’s specification. And almost everything
is assembled by hand by craftsmen who know exactly what they
are doing and who take a great deal of pride in what they do.
The only unfortunate thing about the tour is you don’t get to
test drive any Porsches AND they don’t give out any free samples.
But otherwise it was well worth the trip and I highly recommend
it to all of the Nord Stern members and their families.
But remember you need to make a reservation ahead of time.
You can’t just stop in and expect to be taken on the next tour. Also,
the new museum is still under construction. It was supposed to be
done this year, but they are now looking at the end of 2008. If you
can wait, you might want to plan your trip after it is completed.
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They will have over 100 cars on display when the new facility is
done. Right now, the museum only has six cars to look at.
Photo Above: The back of the Porsche Factory . . .cars waiting
to be test driven...
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Tech Quiz . . .
compiled by Skip Carter & Greg Philips of Grand Prix Region PCA, Long Beach , CA from Parade
Tech Quizzes

2. The 356 based Abarth Carrera won how many GT 2000
World Championships?
a. One
b. None
c. Three
d. Twenty
Panorama, 6/02, page 25
3. The first 356 coupes built in Gmund had the shape of their
body panels checked on a (an):
a. Aluminum buck
b. Cast iron buck
c. Plastic buck
d. Wooden buck
Excellence Was Expected, Vol. 1, page 35
4. The first Porsche 356 (a roadster) had a frameless
windshield.
True or False
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 29
5. The first aluminum based coupe bodies for the Gmund cars
had the windows and frames fitted by:
a. Robots
b. Hand
c. Glass machine
d. None of the above
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 36

6. In 1949, Porsche Konstruktionen GmbH delivered how
many cars?
a. 50
b. 175
c. 25
d. 5,000
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 41
7. The 356/2 Gmund-built coupe had an engine with a
displacement of:
a. 1.6-liter
b. 3.0-liter
c. 1.5-liter
d. 1.1-liter
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 43
8. The bodies for the first German Porsches (356’s built in
Zuffenhausen) were made by Reutter.
True or False
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 50
9. The 1950 Type 356 had a simple dash panel with only
three gauges, they were:
a. Voltmeter, tachometer and temperature gauge
b. Clock, speedometer and oil-temperature gauge
c. Tachometer, boost gauge and oil temperature gauge
d. None of the above
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 53
10. In 1951, Porsche introduced a larger 1.3-liter engine for the
356 known as Type:
a. 959
b. 987
c. 506
d. 904
Excellence, Vol. 1, page 54

BIR Garage Stalls Available for Rent Call Garfield
Clark 612.333.6688
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Answers:
1. b
2. c
3. d
4. T
5. b
6. c
7. d
8. T
9. b
10. c

1. Visually, the new 356A was distinguished by a straight
windshield.
True or False
Panorama, 6/03, page 5
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Dave Roberts Putting the Target Fire Suit He Won
at the 2007 Nord Stern Club Race Courage Center
Auction to Very Good Use . . . !
submitted by Keith Jones

Photo at far
right is from
this past
summer’s Nord
Stern PCA
Club Race up
at Brainerd
International
Raceway. The
event included
the local Vintage
Racing group
who brought
up many very
cool cars. Photo
right features a
great collection
of Nord Stern
member’s 356s.
Both photos by
Ron Faust - best
viewed online!
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For Sale . . .
Members of the region are welcome to
place ads of a non-commercial nature
at no charge for two months. $10 for
non-members. Submissions must be
received by the 7th of the month prior
to publication date: editor@nordstern.
org
914 Parts 914
Front and Rear (w/spoiler), Fiberglass
Deck Lids, white, new, stock appearing
underside. $200 each. Gary Greiner, 701
E. 9th St. Superior, WI 54880 or 715 3959431 (nights), 218 348-1849 (cell), e-mail
gtgcnw8976@hotmail.com.

Kwik-Lift auto lift
Like new. $1800. FOB Roseville. Red
powdercoat with 5000 pound capacity.
Will fit in a Jeep Cherokee when
disassembled.
This one was used only for car storage, no
chips or dents. Avoid the dangers of jack
stands. Get room to work. Raises your car
about 20 inches off the floor with ordinary

hydraulic floor jack and secures with solid
drop-down legs. Allows easy under car
access from the included adjustable-head
creeper or you can just sit on a pad on the
floor and work on the lower engine with
complete freedom.
Comes with special-order MG/Triumph size
32” centerlift bridge and short jackstands
for tire removal. Has caster set so the
entire car and lift can be
positioned for storage or
work. Includes rolling
6 gal oil drain pan and
tank, wheel chocks, and
approach ramps.
The entire package in
time for Christmas.

Joe Olson at 612865-7956 or jolson@
gw.hamline.edu.

RAYMOND
AUTO BODY

Satisfaction & Integrity Since 1949
Collision Specalists

Where quality
isn’t an accident
it just starts with one.

651-488-0588
Located
near the
Fairgrounds
Three Generations of the

Slomkowski Family
1075 Pierce Butler Road - St. Paul, MN 55104

Nord Stern December 2007
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Ted’s Technology, Trivia & Tidbits
by Ted Glaser

Technology and Business:

P

orsche CEO Wendelin Wiedeking recently defended his
company against Greenpeace’s fuel-gulping charges, insisting
Porsche is a niche player when it comes to emissions and claiming
96.5% of CO2 comes from natural sources, while transportation
accounts for only a fourth of man-made emissions.
Porsche, he says, has reduced its vehicle fuel consumption
an average of 1.7% per year for the past 15 years. It abandoned
an engine for the Cayenne after only four years to substitute the
current gasoline direct-injection model, which is 15% more fuelefficient. And by 2012, the brand’s fuel efficiency will be 20%
better than it was in 1995.
“Starting next year, all Porsche sports cars will fulfill not
only the strict Euro 5 emissions standard coming into force in
September 2009 but also Euro 6 not scheduled for validity until
September 2014,” he adds. Additionally, Porsche gasoline engines
now run on E10 ethanol-blended gasoline and soon will be E85
capable.

M

azda Motor Corp. will begin transitioning to water-based
paints at its global manufacturing facilities starting next
year, with its plants in Japan the first of Mazda’s to completely
do away with solvent-based paints,

Trivia:

3

0 women have been selected for a unique taxi service in India,
designed to drive low to middle-income women into a new
profession, as well as to quell the fears of female customers who
would rather not travel alone in a car with a strange man. They
received driving instruction, English-language tuition and karate
training before starting work.
The Priyadarshani taxi service, staffed by women who are
aged between 21 and 50 and dressed in eye-catching pink kurtas,
claims to be the first of its kind in India. A service that must be
booked, it is aimed at call centre workers and hotel staff who work
outside office hours, as well as commuters and tourists arriving
at the domestic airport.
All of the 55,000 ubiquitous black-and-yellow cabs in Bombay
- one of the largest urban taxi fleets in the world - are driven by
men.

Anniversaries:

T

he Jaguar XJ13 prototype was displayed in Lindley, England,
by British Leyland, the automotive conglomerate that
included Jaguar at that time. The XJ13 was destined to become the
next luxury Jaguar, but bad luck changed its destiny: the prototype
car was wrecked on its 1st test run by test-driver Norman Dewis,
ending the XJ13 development program. The ruined car was kept
and later restored by the company.
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By 1955, it was becoming clear that the XK series engine
that had brought so much motor racing success to Jaguar was
becoming less competitive, particularly at Le Mans. As a result,
it was decided to build a completely new engine that would be
a race winner.
This was conceived as a 5L V12 unit which was intended to be
suitable for use in a road car after it had been proved at Le Mans. It
was to be installed in a mid-engined sports racing car and work on
the chassis and body started around ‘60. The placing of the engine
in the center of the car was intended to bring 2 benefits. 1st, the
hood line could be lower so as to improve aerodynamic efficiency.
2nd, the change in weight distribution provided opportunities for
improved handling.
However, during this period, the company’s attitude to racing
had changed and so progress on the new model was slow. As a
result, it was not until 1966 that the car was built and ready for
testing. It might have been possible to use it to contest Le Mans
in 1966 or 1967, but any thoughts of doing so were put aside by
the merger between BMC and Jaguar - the move that created
British Motor Holdings.
The future was far too uncertain to allow the company to
mount a major racing program and so the XJ13 was put to one
side for several months.
It must have provided a continuing source of frustration, sitting
in the corner of the factory, yet the company was worried about
there being any possibility of news of its existence leaking out. At
the time, the 6-cyl E-Type was very successful. It seemed likely
that potential E-Type customers would delay their purchase if
they knew of the existence of a mid-engined, V12 machine and
so Sir William Lyons instructed that the car was not to be circuit
tested.
Norman Dewis was Chief Development Tester for Jaguar
and he recalls that his boss, Bill Heynes, suggested that the car
should be given a run in spite of Sir William’s instructions. “He
thought it was a shame to have the car sitting there and not take
it out so he suggested that I should take it to MIRA one Sunday
morning. He also said that if Sir William found out about it, I
would be on my own.”
Early one Sunday morning, the XJ13 was taken to the Motor
Industry Research Association test center near Nuneaton.
The maximum speed achieved that morning by the XJ13 was
175 mph on the straight with the car lapping at 161.6 mph - an
unofficial lap record. Dewis was summoned to Sir William’s
office some days later. Sir William chastised him in no uncertain
manner for disobeying his orders., but he could see that Dewis
was enthusiastic about the car and demanded to know what the
result of the test had been. Two weeks later, the XJ13 returned to
MIRA for another test session, this time w/Sir William watching.
Norman Dewis remembers that although the performance was
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good, the handling needed a great deal of development work.
Sir William told him that development could go on, but only at
weekends. For the next 12 months, the team spent Sundays at
MIRA, working on the handling of the car.
In order to check on the way it would perform on a real racing
circuit, the XJ13 was subsequently run at Silverstone and achieved
creditable times when compared w/the racing cars that were
competing then. Even so, it was not really fast enough to be a Le
Mans winner without considerably more work and Sir William
Lyons was still following his maxim of not entering races unless
he knew he could win. The problem was that to have completed
the necessary testing and development work, Jaguar would have
had to divert effort away from the production cars, so the XJ13
was put away once again.
According to some, this was a sad decision since it is believed
that the car could have been capable of beating the GT40 on which
Ford lavished so much money. But the work put into it was not
for nothing. Many of the lessons learnt in developing the engine
were incorporated into the V12 unit that was introduced into the
E-Type in ‘72. That link was not lost on the publicity people and
they decided to use the XJ13 in the opening sequences of a film
to announce the new V12 E-Type.
On the 1/20/1971, the XJ13 was once again taken to the Motor
Industry test track near Nuneaton, this time with a film crew
recording the event. The car was driven past the camera at high
speed to produce a dramatic opening shot for the film.
Norman Dewis remembers the day well “We spent the whole
day on the high speed circuit and in the afternoon, the film people
said that they needed just 1 more shot. This involved another 5 laps
Nord Stern January 2008
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of the track.” The car was taken out again and this almost brought
about the end, not only of the car, but also of the driver. Travelling
at high speed on the banked circuit, the load on the wheels was
dramatically increased by G forces. It proved to be too much for
the rear, offside wheel which collapsed under the strain.
This happened while Dewis was driving near the top of the
banking at 140 mph. It began to careen off the banking towards
the infield and Dewis remembers turning off the ignition and
crouching down under the scuttle. “I clipped one of the barrels
on the infield and then the car turned end over end twice before
rolling twice,” recalls Dewis. “Fortunately, when it stopped, it
was on its wheels and so I was able to get out and wait for help
to arrive.” The car was a complete wreck.
Under normal circumstances, that would have been the end of
the story, with the car being broken up for scrap. By some chance,
it was in fact returned to the factory and stayed in a corner for
almost 2 years before the decision was taken to restore it.
Fortunately, the wooden formers that had been used to build
the original body had survived. Abbey Panels, the company that
had made the original body panels, was able to fabricate new
ones and the restored body began to take shape. The wheels
were a different story, however. Two of them had been almost
completely destroyed in the accident and the patterns used to
make them had been scrapped. Eventually, it was found that the
damaged rims could be removed and replaced with a modified
outer section from a Concorde undercarriage. Today the car still

Continued on page 30
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Ted’s Tidbits . . .

continued from page 33

remains in the museum and is still awe-inspiring for a lot of
Jaguar enthusiasts!!!
Several `continuation’ cars are rumored to exist as well.

Crystal Ball:

2009 - Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. will offer its Maxima sedan, with a
3.0L V-6 turbo-diesel developed jointly by the alliance between
Nissan and Renault SA. It is rated at 265 hp (at 4,000 rpm) and 406
lb.-ft. of torque, available at a mere 1,750 rpm. By comparison, the
‘08 Maxima’s vaunted 3.5L VQ gasoline V-6 generates 255 hp (at
6,000 rpm) and 252 lb.-ft. (341 Nm) of torque at 4,400 rpm.
Common-rail piezo-electric injectors deliver fuel under
26,100 psi (1,800 bar) of pressure. Each unit is capable
of five injections per combustion cycle. The block will be
made of compacted graphite iron. A variable-geometry
turbocharger generates a high level of torque at low rpm,
helping mitigate the annoying lag that occasionally hinders
forced-induction engines. Renault says “ultra fast” ceramic
glow plugs enable almost instantaneous pre-heating and
cold starting.

to create more space inside the facility. This development will
include a number of racing-related facilities which will create
a new year-round destination for race fans and motorsports
enthusiasts, plus a new retail “corridor” along Main Street with
condominium development on the upper floors. There will also
be improved access to the speedway and to the new businesses
and housing. The plan is to have the work finished by 2011
when Indianapolis will celebrate the 100th anniversary of the
Indianapolis 500.
– See you at the races!

2011 - There is a major redevelopment being planned at
the Indianapolis Motor Speedway with a 400-acre area to
the south of the Speedway being opened up. This will also
involve the re-profiling of 16th street and may include
Georgetown Road (to the west of the track) being moved
30
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